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ArsMeteo: Artworks and Tags
Floating over the Planet Art

What is this?
ArsMeteo is a new
portal for sharing
artworks and their
emerging,
connective
meanings.
It
is
inspired by an idea
of the artist Giorgio
Vaccarino and opens
with a planetary
vision of the Earth
Planet flow over by
evolving clouds of
words and images.

Aims
To create a background for the growing of a new
artistic culture by using new technologies:
without any intermediation, artists can interact
on the same artwork;
thus different ages,
cultures, languages, ways of life can emerge and
generate a new level of composite culture.

The browsing experience is different from time to time: new artworks
and meanings can be added anytime, so the connections continuously
change, reflecting the evolution of the community and its latent
perception of a sort of impermanent "zeitgeist".

To create a new space for a community of artists
and art lovers, where a great variety of up-todate contents about art and culture may
converge, and where artists can find an
interactive and fertile background for artistic
experimentation
and
cooperative
artistic
creation.

What can it do?

Meaning is given
by tagging. Visitors
and artists may
express their own
reception
and
meaning about the
works of art by
annotating
them
with weighted tags

Serendipity: users can find resources without performing an explicit and
systematic search. When user chooses a graphical artifact, the starting
point of the search, the system puts a preview of such resource at the
center of the search page. Then, the artwork is encircled by the
previews of 24 graphical resources randomly chosen among all those
which are tag-related with the initial choice.

What can it do?
For many of the ArsMeteo
authors the portal was a first
appealing
opportunity
for
accessing and exploiting the new
social potential of web-based
technologies.

Argonaut: The idea is
to
visualize
by
ArsMeteo
artworks
the evocative power
of (poetic) sentence
and text.
Currently, the
portal gathers
a collection of
about
7100
artifacts
produced by
over
220
(mainly) living
artists,
around
300
hits per day.
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The Time Machine: the
whole ArsMeteo archive,
which consists not only of
tagged artworks but also
of forum posts and events,
can be accessed by year.

What can it do?

